Basket Ball
Bill Tiegreen Shoots
No. 19 - A. B. Turner
Behind at right -
- Spencer Martin
Behind at left -
- I. W. Musgrave

Charlie Angell's
Speech Class

SUNO JABK
More of Tavy Jones built in 1869 without nails Remodeled in 1923

The dome

[Image of gym and basketball game]

[Image of campus]

[Image of building]
Don at the Door

The Neal Mason Brown
Cedarcrest Gang

Don, Charlie, Dean
Bill, Kermit, Ray, Chuck
Don, Johnny, Bob, and Wayne

Don Tyson
+ Jeep

Don Wyatt
and

A chess problem

Don's Car

Solved
Main Street
Ottawa

Over the "Marais des Cygnes"

Olds at river

The Dorm